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Abstract: This thesis illustrates the development of a tool for ecosystem services dependency management. The
tool is being developed in order to quantify industry’s responsibility in ecosystem services conservation as
recognized by Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD). The tool runs on MS Excel and consists of
quantitative ecosystem services dependency assessment and a knowledge base. Japanese economic sectors and
Japanese ecosystem services are used as a case study. The tool was evaluated by experts from academia and the
private sector, and the evaluation results should be reflected in future development of the tool.
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1.

Introduction

The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB) has been a pioneer study in showing the risks and
opportunities in biodiversity and ecosystem services decline. Lately, based on TEEB, the necessity to include
private sector in ecosystem services conservation policies has been demanded by CBD COP-10 and COP-11.
Especially, methods for involving private sector into conservation policy making on regional and national level
was highlighted. In order to support these attempts, this study proposed a nation-level ecosystem services
dependency assessment method and a knowledge base for sustainable dependency treatment methods. The
assessment results and the knowledge base are integrated into a dependency management tool tailored for
industries and national governments. This study was a case study of the Japanese economic sectors.
2.

Ecosystem services dependency assessment

This study utilized the Ghosh inverse matrix method as introduced by Zhang et al.1) for assessing economic
sectors’ cumulative (direct and indirect) ecosystem services dependencies. Equation 1 shows cumulative
dependency matrix X for all sectors of the economy, where

is the Ghosh inverse matrix and V is the

ecosystem service input matrix.
(1)

Here,

is calculated from economic IO tables for 108 aggregated sectors of the Japanese economy2). All the

ecosystem services included into this study are provisioning services, and the annual consumption of five
services were included; agricultural products, timber, fish and related species, water (public supply) and
biomass. Example result for the 20 most dependent sectors on fish and related species, and timber is shown in
Fig. 1. Only sectors to which each ecosystem service is input have direct dependency.
3.

Knowledge base for ecosystem services dependency treatment

The knowledge base includes information supporting decision making on ecosystem services dependency
treatment. This information was acquired from case study databases and was primarily collected for most
dependent sectors to each ecosystem service. The knowledge base holds information also on common treatment
methods that suit all sectors, as well as the current states and conservation needs of each ecosystem service. All
information has hyperlinks to further knowledge in the internet.
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Fig. 1 Dependency assessment results for a) Fish and related species and b) Timber

4.

The tool interface

The ecosystem services dependency management tool proposed in this study combines the above mentioned
assessment method and knowledge base. The tool interface allows the adjustment of results viewpoint
(ecosystem services or economic sectors) and graphical representation parameters (graph types, number of
sectors included, dependency unit: absolute value or shares of total). Embedded within the dependency
assessment results are hyperlinks to the knowledge base for all sectors and ecosystem services represented in
the results. The tool was programmed on Visual Basic for Applications within Microsoft Excel.
5.

Utility evaluation and future prospects

The utility of the dependency assessment and the knowledge base were evaluated by five experts of different
fields related to environmental studies. The evaluation results are shown in Fig. 2. As can be seen, for both
assessment topics 4/5 of the answers were
‘conditional yes’ with 1/5 ‘yes’. This result
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Fig. 2 Utility evaluation results

and data management.
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